The Most Extreme Trump Judicial Nominees Pending in the Senate
(nominees listed in their expected order of consideration)
Andrew Oldham, nominated to the 5th Circuit (Texas seat)
Texas state government lawyer who has fought against voting rights, DACA and DAPA, reproductive rights, clean air, gun
safety, and fair housing. Refused to say that Brown v. Board of Education was correctly decided at his hearing.
Ryan Bounds, nominated to the 9th Circuit (Oregon seat)
Failed to disclose his record of bigoted and offensive comments about diversity and multiculturalism, the LGBTQ
community, unionization, and sexual assault. Opposed by both of his home-state senators.
Thomas Farr, nominated to the Eastern District of North Carolina
Defended North Carolina’s 2013 monster voter suppression law; represented Jesse Helms’ 1990 Senate campaign – notorious
for suppressing the vote in Black communities – and corporations seeking to undermine workers’ rights and protections.
Britt Grant, nominated to the 11th Circuit (Georgia seat), on Trump’s SCOTUS Shortlist
Former Georgia Solicitor General who sought to undermine voting rights, LGBTQ equality, women’s access to health care,
immigrant rights, workers’ rights, environmental protections, and gun safety.
Mark Norris, nominated to the Western District of Tennessee
Republican state senator with demonstrated hostility to voting rights, workers’ rights and protections, removing Confederate
monuments, LGBTQ equality, refugees, immigration, gun safety, and reproductive rights.
Matthew Kacsmaryk, nominated to the Northern District of Texas
Ideologically extreme culture warrior who has made bigoted and offensive comments about transgender individuals, marriage
equality, and women’s reproductive rights. Lacks respect for precedent and the rule of law.
Howard Nielson, nominated to the District of Utah
Attempted to justify the use of torture and participated in politicized hiring at the George W. Bush Justice Department.
Fought against marriage equality and sought to have a gay judge removed from the case. Challenged the legality of the
Affordable Care Act and affirmative action. Hostile to reproductive rights and one of the NRA’s go-to attorneys.
Michael Truncale, nominated to the Eastern District of Texas
Extreme partisan who called President Obama “an un-American imposter.” Has expressed hostility to immigrant rights,
voting rights, LGBTQ rights, workers’ rights, reproductive freedom, campaign finance limits, environmental protection, gun
safety, and the role of the federal government.
Wendy Vitter, nominated to the Eastern District of Louisiana
Failed to disclose her record supporting and advancing extreme and widely-discredited, unscientific views about abortion and
birth control, and opposed humanitarian resettlement of Syrian refugees. Refused to say that Brown v. Board of Education
was correctly decided at her hearing.
J. Campbell Barker, nominated to the Eastern District of Texas
Texas state government lawyer who has fought against DAPA and DACA, environmental protection, reproductive rights,
LGBTQ equality, fairness in the criminal justice system, and voting rights, including defending Texas’s photo ID law.
Patrick Wyrick, nominated to the Western District of Oklahoma, on Trump’s SCOTUS Shortlist
Former Oklahoma SG who worked with Scott Pruitt and industry to attack environmental protections. Also worked on cases
to undermine workers’ rights, Native American sovereignty, women’s access to health care, and death penalty safeguards.
David Porter, nominated to the 3rd Circuit (Pennsylvania seat)
Has advanced right-wing causes and special interests throughout his career. Has endorsed ultraconservative legal theories that
threaten our civil rights, workers’ rights, and access to health care. Nominated over the objection of Senator Casey.
Gordon Giampietro, nominated to the Eastern District of Wisconsin
Failed to disclose his record of bigoted and offensive remarks about LGBTQ equality, diversity, and reproductive rights.
Hostile to public education. Opposed by home-state Senator Baldwin.
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